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More than 15 years ago, the performance of Supelco’s Thermogreen GC septa was established as the standard to which other manufacturers would compare their products. Today, manufacturers continue to make this comparison.

Our scientists recently developed an innovative test method to closely determine actual septum performance in real world analytical conditions. In our testing, we compare bleed profile to an internal standard in a three-step process: after installation of the septum, after conditioning, and after 25 punctures. This procedure verifies reproducibility and durability characteristics.

Our updated procedure replaces the “sliver” test we developed in 1979 (1). The sliver test was acceptable for packed column instruments but, in testing with capillary GCs, establishing minimum test specifications was difficult. Other septa suppliers continue to use variations of the sliver test. Unfortunately, several variables in this test can be manipulated to generate positive or negative data. Variables include weight and surface area of the sliver, and sensitivity of the instrument. Furthermore, a “blank” run does not necessarily indicate that the profile following the blank run represents bleed from the sliver, since the system is opened to insert the sliver.

Our newest septum evaluation method does not rely on difficult-to-control experimental variables. Our objective was to develop a test that would mimic real-world conditions — the type of conditions that our discriminating customers face daily.

In addition to our Thermogreen septa, we continually evaluate other septa and septa materials. In an independent study of various septa, Overton and Manura controlled the test variables by conducting direct thermal analysis using a short path thermal desorption system, comparing bleed from common GC septa (2). Their work determined that no septa perform better than Thermogreen LB-2 septa.

Thermogreen LB-2 septa are still the highest quality septa available. No other septum has lower bleed. The composition formula is exclusive to Supelco; no other manufacturer claims exclusivity of its septum material.

Ordering Information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermogreen LB-2 Septa, pk. of 50</td>
<td>20652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11mm</td>
<td>20654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Thermogreen is a trademark of Sigma-Aldrich Co.